Shave Shelf
Install Instructions

*Read all instructions before starting*

For missing items do not return to store.
Please call 877-941-3662
(Monday – Friday 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m MT)

For additional information and resources, visit:
www.FlexstoneProducts.com
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Shave Shelf Instructions
Installation of Shave Shelf
1. Install the Shave Shelf after the FlexStone wall panels are
installed. Be sure to remove the protective masking from the walls
before installing the Shave Shelf. Select the desired location for
placement of the Shave Shelf that is a comfortable position for
shaving (typically between 6-18 inches from the floor).
2. Perform a dry fit to make sure the shelf fits snugly into the
corner of the wall surround. You will be able to fill in any small
gaps between the Shave Shelf and the wall panel with silicone in
Step 6.
3. Apply Performance Pro adhesive to the foam on the backside
of the shelf using several beads of adhesive. Be sure to avoid the
edge of the shave shelf so that adhesive does not squeeze out
and create a mess when installing the shelf.
4. Run a bead of Performance Pro 100% Silicone to the back
corner of the Shave Shelf, along the white foam.
5. Install the Shave Shelf at the desired location by simply
pressing the shelf into the corner of the walls. The adhesive is
tacky enough to hold the shelf in place while the adhesive cures.
Wait at least three hours before proceeding to step 6. This will
allow the adhesive time to set up so the shave shelf can remain
steady while silicone is applied.
6. Seal all edge joints with Performance Pro 100% Silicone, as
with the rest of the surround.

Please inspect package for any damage and read instructions carefully prior to installation.
If you have any questions or issues, please call our customer suppport line at 877-941-3662.
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